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Fill your upcoming 2017, with 16 months of Colorado
Rocky Mountains all year round. This beautiful calendar
contains 16 months and 3 mini 2016, 2017, and 2018
year calendars.
Profiles two hundred schools on their financial value,
including academics, cost of attendance, financial aid,
post-grad salary figures, and job satisfaction ratings from
alumni.
In the wake of the violent labor disputes in Colorado’s
two-year Coalfield War, a young woman and single
mother resolved in 1916 to change the status quo for
“girls,” as well-to-do women in Denver referred to their
hired help. Her name was Jane Street, and this
compelling biography is the first to chronicle her defiant
efforts—and devastating misfortunes—as a leader of the
so-called housemaid rebellion. A native of Indiana, Jane
Street (1887–1966) began her activist endeavors as an
organizer for the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW).
In riveting detail, author Jane Little Botkin recounts
Street’s attempts to orchestrate a domestic mutiny
against Denver’s elitist Capitol Hill women, including
wives of the state’s national guard officers and Colorado
Fuel and Iron operators. It did not take long for the
housemaid rebellion to make local and national news.
Despite the IWW’s initial support of the housemaids’
fight for fairness and better pay, Street soon found
herself engaged in a gender war, the target of sexism
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within the very organization she worked so hard to
support. The abuses she suffered ranged from sabotage
and betrayal to arrests and abandonment. After the
United States entered World War I and the first Red
Scare arose, Street’s battle to balance motherhood and
labor organizing began to take its toll. Legal troubles,
broken relationships, and poverty threatened her very
existence. In previous western labor and women’s
studies accounts, Jane Street has figured only
marginally, credited in passing as the founder of a
housemaids’ union. To unearth the rich detail of her
story, Botkin has combed through case histories, family
archives, and—perhaps most significant—Street’s own
writings, which express her greatest joys, her deepest
sorrows, and her unfortunate dealings with systematic
injustice. Setting Jane’s story within the wider context of
early-twentieth-century class struggles and the women’s
suffrage movement, The Girl Who Dared to Defy paints a
fascinating—and ultimately heartbreaking—portrait of one
woman’s courageous fight for equality.
Fill your upcoming 2017, with 16 months of Colorado
Rocky Mountains all year round. This beautiful mini
calendar contains 16 months and 3 mini 2016, 2017, and
2018 year calendars.
Taking on one of Colorado’s 53 fourteeners—from stately
Longs Peak and the iconic Maroon Bells to the easy to
access Mt. Bierstadt—is becoming a pilgrimage for
Colorado’s residents and its visitors. While more people
than ever are climbing them, there’s still a dearth of
good information about each mountain and its
surrounding areas. Hiking Colorado’s Fourteeners fills
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that gap by informing adventurers—from the freshlybooted novice to the grizzled mountaineer—about each of
Colorado’s iconic mountains over 14,000 feet tall.
The world’s most unique reference book! About the
Book Founded in 1957, and now with more than 12,500
entries, Chase’s Calendar of Events has become the
most comprehensive and authoritative reference
available in the world on special days, weeks, and
months (Chase’s is the only reference for these), special
events, national and international holidays, federal and
state observances, international religious celebrations,
celebrity birthdays, astronomical phenomena, major
sporting events and more. Included are important
historical and biographical anniversaries as well as
celebrity birthdays. Coverage is international in scope,
with national/independence days/major holidays for
every nation on earth. Extensive coverage in particular of
US, Canada, United Kingdom.
George Frison’s Prehistoric Hunters of the High Plains has
been the standard text on plains prehistory since its first
publication in 1978, influencing generations of archaeologists.
Now, a third edition of this classic work is available for
scholars, students, and avocational archaeologists. Thorough
and comprehensive, extensively illustrated, the book provides
an introduction to the archaeology of the more than 13,000
year long history of the western Plains and the adjacent
Rocky Mountains. Reflecting the boom in recent
archaeological data, it reports on studies at a wide array of
sites from deep prehistory to recent times examining the
variability in the archeological record as well as in field,
analytical, and interpretive methods. The 3rd edition brings
the book up to date in a number of significant areas, as well
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as addressing several topics inadequately developed in
previous editions.
Nothing can change the terrible facts of the Sand Creek
Massacre. The human toll of this horrific event and the
ensuing loss of a way of life have never been fully recounted
until now. In Sand Creek and the Tragic End of a Lifeway,
Louis Kraft tells this story, drawing on the words and actions
of those who participated in the events at this critical time.
The history that culminated in the end of a lifeway begins with
the arrival of Algonquin-speaking peoples in North America,
proceeds through the emergence of the Cheyennes and
Arapahos on the Central Plains, and ends with the incursion
of white people seeking land and gold. Beginning in the
earliest days of the Southern Cheyennes, Kraft brings the
voices of the past to bear on the events leading to the brutal
murder of people and its disastrous aftermath. Through their
testimony and their deeds as reported by contemporaries,
major and supporting players give us a broad and nuanced
view of the discovery of gold on Cheyenne and Arapaho land
in the 1850s, followed by the land theft condoned by the U.S.
government. The peace treaties and perfidy, the unfolding
massacre and the investigations that followed, the
devastating end of the Indians’ already-circumscribed
freedom—all are revealed through the eyes of government
officials, newspapers, and the military; Cheyennes and
Arapahos who sought peace with or who fought AngloAmericans; whites and Indians who intermarried and their
offspring; and whites who dared to question what they
considered heinous actions. As instructive as it is harrowing,
the history recounted here lives on in the telling, along with a
way of life destroyed in all but cultural memory. To that
memory this book gives eloquent, resonating voice.
Chase's Calendar of Events is the most comprehensive and
authoritative reference available on special events, holidays,
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federal and state observances, historic anniversaries,
astronomical phenomena, and more. Published since 1957,
Chase's is the only guide to special days, weeks, and
months.
On the morning of April 8, 2006, a pale green, twenty-eightfoot-long, 1976 FireMaster fire truck—Engine 633—drove away
from a port in Sihanoukville, Cambodia, after traveling some
8,500 miles from Colorado’s Rocky Mountains. It had just
cleared customs and was en route to a small fire station six
kilometers away. Just two years before that, Captain Sok,
Sihanoukville’s fire chief, told author Douglas Mendel that his
town was in need of a new fire truck. Mendel made it happen.
In Cambodia Fire, Mendel shares the story of how he came to
visit Cambodia, how it changed his life and the lives of
numerous Cambodian people, and how he began his journey
to help them with firetrucks, supplies, and gear to make their
lives safer and better. This memoir tells how the delivery of
the fire truck was only one of dozens of projects and years of
work in connection with the Douglas Mendel Cambodian
Relief Fund. Cambodia Fire narrates how the country of
Cambodia and its warm, loving people have shaped the last
seventeen years of Mendel’s life.
Hotels, attractions, and restaurants in all price categories are
listed with evaluations based on reader surveys and
critiques—compiled by unbiased inspectors of Orlando's most
famed attraction.
The world's most comprehensive, well documented, and well
illustrated book on this subject. With extensive subject and
geographical index. 378 photographs and illustrations mostly color. Free of charge in digital PDF format on Google
Books.

This is a Calendar with Large Trophy Deer, Elk and other
wildlife from my photography collection. Anyone who
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tracks or hunts Wildlife knows what a special sport it is to
find and photograph huge deer. Most of the animals in
this calendar were photographed within 100 feet. I
placed my self at risk many times. I hope you enjoy
these photographs as much as I do.
This book introduces the scientific basis and engineering
practice for CO2 storage, covering topics such as
storage capacity, trapping mechanisms, CO2 phase
behaviour and flow dynamics, engineering and
geomechanics of geological storage, injection well
design, and geophysical and geochemical monitoring. It
also provides numerous examples from the early mover
CCS projects, notably Sleipner and Snøhvit offshore
Norway, as well as other pioneering CO2 storage
projects.
Find out what's going on any day of the year, anywhere
across the globe! The world’s datebook, Chase's is the
definitive day-by-day resource of what America and the
wider world are celebrating and commemorating.
Founded in 1957 on a reputation for accuracy and
comprehensiveness, this annual publication has become
the must-have reference used by experts and
professionals for more than fifty years. From celebrity
birthdays to historical anniversaries, from astronomical
phenomena to national awareness days, from award
ceremonies and sporting events to religious festivals and
carnivals, Chase's is the one-stop shop for everything
that is happening now or is worth remembering from the
past. The 2017 Edition of Chase's Calendar of Events
brings you information about: The 500th anniversary of
Martin Luther's Ninety-Five Theses The 150th
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anniversary of the Dominion of Canada The 100th
anniversary of the Russian Revolution The 100th
anniversary of splitting the atom The 50th anniversary of
the Summer of Love Frank Lloyd Wright's 150th birth
anniversary and much more!
Experience the electrifying, never-before-told true story
of amusement parks, from the middle ages to present
day, and meet the colorful (and sometimes criminal)
characters who are responsible for their enchanting
charms. Step right up! The Amusement Park is a rich,
anecdotal history that begins nine centuries ago with the
"pleasure gardens" of Europe and England and ends
with the most elaborate modern parks in the world. It's a
history told largely through the stories of the colorful,
sometimes hedonistic characters who built them,
including: Showmen like Joseph and Nicholas Schenck
and Marcus Loew DIV 0pt? 0in MARGIN:Railroad barons
Andrew Mellon and Henry E. Huntington/div DIV 0pt? 0in
MARGIN:The men who ultimately destroyed the parks,
including Robert Moses and Fred Trump/div DIV 0pt? 0in
MARGIN:Gifted artisans and craft-people who brought
the parks to life/div DIV 0pt? 0in MARGIN:An amazing
cast of supporting players, from Al Capone to Annie
Oakley/div And, of course, this is a full-throttle
celebration of the rides, those marvels of engineering
and heart-stopping thrills from an author, Stephen
Silverman, whose life-long passion for his subject shines
through. The parks and fairs featured include the 1893
Chicago World's Fair, Coney Island, Steeplechase Park,
Dreamland, Euclid Beach Park, Cedar Point, Palisades
Park, Ferrari World, Dollywood, Sea World, Six Flags
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Great Adventure, Universal Studios, Disney World and
Disneyland, and many more.
The essential source of information about the sights and
sites travelers and locals want to see and experience--if
only they knew about them! From the best in local dining
to quirky cultural tidbits to hidden attractions, unique
finds, and unusual locales, these guides take the reader
down the road less traveled.
A survey of life on the nation's campuses offers detailed
profiles of the best colleges and rankings of colleges in
sixty-two different categories, along with a wealth of
information and applications tips.

Editorial Reviews “Fresh, fun, and unbelievably hot,
Audrey Carlan's Calendar Girl series will have you
falling in love over and over again and craving the
next installment." –Meredith Wild, #1 NYT
Bestselling Author "Sinfully delicious from start to
finish! Sexy, smart, and so unique! I was completely
immersed in Mia's journey." –Katy Evans, NYT
Bestselling Author "A sexy, fast-paced, and
downright addictive read. I devoured every word of
Mia's journey." –Meghan March, USA Today
Bestselling Author "This was a KILLER start to Ms.
Carlan's monthly series!" –Give Me Books "Damn,
Audrey did it again! Made me smile, made me laugh
& made me cry with her beautiful words! I am in love
with these books.” –Hooks & Books Blog "This story
was exciting, quick; but well paced and full of
loveable characters. I haven't met a character in this
series that I haven't liked
yet!" –Nice and Nau
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Synopsis Calendar Girl Mia Saunders has come a
long way. She rounds out the end of her year-long
journey in Hollywood, New York City, and Aspen. In
October, Mia starts her new life working on a
celebrity daytime television show where she runs a
regular segment about living beautiful. Her guy deals
with the aftermath of captivity, and together they find
a way to fight through the storms. Next, Mia travels
to the Big Apple to tape a program about being
thankful. All of her dreams are coming true…except
for one. Finally, in December, our girl finds herself in
the winter wonderland of Aspen, Colorado to film a
segment on local artists under rather unique
circumstances. Prepare to be wowed as Mia’s
journey merges into the ending everyone has been
waiting for.
From grassland fairy circles to alpine nano-shrooms,
the Rocky Mountain region invites mushroom
hunters to range though a mycological nirvana.
Accessible and scientifically up-to-date, The
Essential Guide to Rocky Mountain Mushrooms by
Habitat is the definitive reference for uncovering postrain rarities and kitchen favorites alike. Dazzling fullcolor photos highlight the beauty of hundreds of
species. Easy-to-navigate entries offer essential
descriptions and tips for identifying mushrooms,
including each species' edibility, odor, taste, and
rumored medicinal properties. The authors organize
the mushrooms according to habitat zone. This
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ecology-centered approach places each species
among surrounding flora and fauna and provides a
trove of fascinating insights on how these
charismatic fungi interact with the greater living
world.
Nature lovers and those who hike throughout the
Southern Rockies of Colorado and the Central
Rockies of Wyoming will enjoy this little book while
learning more about wildflowers. Each wildflower
included has its own page with photos, names, and a
description. Common names are listed first in large
type and alternate names are shown in
parentheses.-Trista Rehn was a pediatric physical therapist
moonlighting as a Miami Heat dancer when she
heard about casting for a new reality show—one guy
getting to know twenty-five girls in the hope of finding
a fiancée. As improbable and crazy as it sounded,
Trista took the chance—and had her heart broken on
the very first season of The Bachelor. But the next
season, as the first Bachelorette, her fairy tale fell
into place during a whirlwind courtship with poetrywriting firefighter Ryan Sutter and, eventually, a
dream-come-true wedding on national TV. In the
midst of building a life with Ryan and raising two
kids, Trista started to make a conscious effort to
remember her favorite part of each day. And she's
made sure to post these thoughts, her own personal
expressions of gratitude, almost every night on
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Twitter and Facebook—even on days she was
dealing with fertility issues, a difficult pregnancy,
family deaths, and other challenges that many of us
face. Sometimes it's the smallest gestures and the
most unassuming things that can have the greatest
effects. Trista is often asked her secret to being one
of the rare reality-TV relationships to make it to the
altar and beyond. In this heartfelt book, she shares
the simple yet profound keys to finding everyday
happiness: gratitude and grace. From the blink-andyou'll-miss-them moments we have with our kids, our
spouses, our pets, or even strangers, to the more
obvious lessons we pick up from reading the news or
hearing an inspirational story, knowing how to
recognize, accept, and be grateful for all of our daily
blessings is truly what “happily ever after” means.
Colorado Rocky Mountains Calendar 201716 Month
CalendarCreatespace Independent Publishing
Platform
• A wide variety of wildflower hikes along Colorado’s
Front Range, from Colorado Springs to Fort Collins,
including Rocky Mountain National Park • Includes
detailed comments, route descriptions, driving
directions, maps, difficulty ratings, and nearest
landmark • Fits in your pocket or daypack and
features color photos and maps throughout the book
From the plains to the high mountains, Colorado is
known for its magnificent displays of wildflowers. The
Best Front Range Wildflower Hikes showcases 20
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trails filled with native wildflower species across five
life zones. Trail descriptions include habitats and
interesting tidbits about the plants, along with a
listing of native flora with both common and scientific
names. This pack guide focuses on easily accessible
hikes, as well as a variety of habitats and flora. The
Best Front Range Wildflower Hikes will lead
beginning wildflower enthusiasts, as well as veteran
observers, to stunning wildflowers along Colorado’s
mountain trails.
Utah’s landscape is among the most spectacular in
the world. It is a region of prominent peaks,
sweeping valleys, dramatic canyons, and plateaus
rimmed by sheer cliffs. Unique among western
states, Utah’s landscape includes the Colorado
Plateau, Basin and Range, and Rocky Mountains
geologic provinces. Exposed rocks tell the geologic
story of the region’s basement structures, overlying
surface features, and rock sequences that have
contributed to sculpting the appearance of today's
landscape. Rocks and formations record the
evolution of the western part of the North American
continent, and give clues to the nature of ancient
crustal basement and Earth’s deeper layers.
Climate change has shaped the present landscape
through the erosional power of ancient glaciers and
the presence of today’s large lakes and basins.
Geology of Utah introduces the state’s deep earth,
plate tectonics, and the development of its ancient
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mountains. It describes the geology of the three
main geological provinces, ancient elevations, cliffs,
valleys, and the history of the region’s climate. This
book will enrich the experience of enthusiastic
amateur geologists who want to understand and
explore the development of Utah's highlands and the
history of this dynamic landscape.
Many of us spend a great deal of our time dreaming
about our next trip to the mountains, whether for a
weekend getaway or our yearly vacation. We hear
within that deep inexplicable pull toward the
wilderness and would agree with John Muir, who
said: "The mountains are calling and I must go." We
sense that in the wild we are touching the edge of
something that is both wonderful and mysterious.In
this book Erik Stensland, a professional landscape
photographer based in Estes Park, Colorado,
explores this longing we have for the wilderness and
suggests that it is the trailhead for a journey to
wholeness. Through short daily reflections on the
natural world paired with his gorgeous photos from
Rocky Mountain National Park, he encourages us to
go deeper within ourselves and discover the healing
that nature is offering.
Founders and Organizational Development: The
Etiology and Theory of Founder’s Syndrome is
designed to help today’s researchers, faculty,
students and practitioners become familiar with the
etiology and dynamics of Founder’s Syndrome as
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an organizational condition challenging
nonprofit/nongovernmental, social enterprise, and forprofit and publicly traded organizations. The book
uses applied social and psychological theories and
concepts to peel away the layers of an
organizational enigma, revealing three causes of
Founder’s Syndrome and insight into the power and
privileges assumed by founders who engage in
undesirable and self-destructive behaviors leading to
their termination; going from hero status to antihero.
Researchers, instructors, students, and practitioners
will find thought-provoking case studies from the real
world of organization development practice.
Segments from interviews during interventions
reveal the type of emotional turmoil experienced in
organizations where founder’s syndrome is present.
Insight is provided into accounts of well-known
founders who were terminated or forced to resign.
The unique features of this book include: integrating
theory into practice, describing a new theory about
the psychological reaction of founder’s syndrome
victims, prevention ideas when designing new
organizations, strategies for intervention, using
content based on research and organization
development consultation experiences, and,
integrating feedback from students who have
launched organizations.
Special Sections -- Dogs -- Dog Trails -- Human
Waste -- Personal Locator Beacons -- If You're Lost
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-- Bark Beetles -- Wilderness Camping -- Wildfires -Lightning -- Shuttle Buses -- Trail Crews -Understanding Search and Rescue (SAR).
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